MTI Critical Statement

22/12/2020

Apologies to all members for the lack of communication - MTI Management and leaders have not
responded to this terrible situation before now as we had to wait for the facts to be verified before we
could release any information.
The main points:
Johann is alive.
Johann is in Brazil as far as we know.
Johann has not been truthful with management, leaders or members.
We as management and leaders do not know if our bitcoin is safe.
Management has contacted the server team; they are co-operating fully.
Management has been in contact with the broker, trade300, but now believe this company is potentially
owned and operated by Johann Steynberg. Communication with the broker has been sparse and
unforthcoming.
The whole management team is co-operating with law enforcement and will continue to do so until this
matter is resolved.
Nerina Steynberg (Johann’s wife) is yet to file a missing persons’ report.
“The last time we heard from Johann was Tuesday, 15 December 2020, at 01:51am.”

Detailed report from the Management and Leaders’ Team:
Following the search and seizure warrants executed by the FSCA on the 26th of October 2020, things started
unravelling quickly at MTI, it was becoming very difficult to handle to amount of work created for each
department. Each department was expanded, with more training staff being brought in. Support employed
22 more support staff and we insisted that Johann get help in the technical department as it was clear he
and Nerina were not coping. The system kept crashing and Johann told us that we had had numerous
hacking attempts by a Russian syndicate. He sent us the details of these, some demanding extremely high
ransoms.
On the day of the raid an independent contractor to MTI, a crypto expert was contacted, and asked to
contact Camila (The senior account manager) at trade300 (MTI’s unregulated broker) and tell her that our
accounts may be compromised as a result of the raid and she must wait to hear from Johann before
allowing any access to the broker account of MTI, which the contractor did immediately.
The contractor had trade300 contact details as we had asked him to help Johann to cryptographically prove
MTI’s bitcoin balance to the FSCA and the public. Johann however did not supply the necessary details to
him to complete this process.
Johann told us that when the FSCA took all the electronic devices, a security protocol was put in place with
the broker to avoid all our member bitcoin being stolen, this included a limitation of withdrawals. This was
communicated to all members on managements' insistence.
A week after the raid, Johann requested that Clynton Marks give him BTC to pay members that had made
withdrawals as the limitation on withdrawals with the broker was still a hinderance. Johann agreed to put

in 400btc as well. Clynton then agreed and paid over 400btc of his own outside of MTI to Johann on the 1st,
11th and 12th of November 2020. Management has no proof that Johann did contribute the amount he
stated. Clynton Marks had full confidence that he would get his Bitcoin back.
Johann said Nerina Steynerg also allegedly gave 200btc for this process.
Johann frantically processed withdrawals and management insisted on this being the highest priority
knowing full well Cheri Marks had promised this to members on Johann’s instruction.
On the 30th of November Johann received an email from an anonymous source. (email attached)

Johann said he needed to secure himself for MTI. Johann said he needed to speak to Nerina Steynberg. We
had a management meeting where the management team also advised Johann to remain calm and to stay
in SA on the 1st of December 2020.
On the 2nd of December 2020 the team heard from Johann and Nerina Steynberg, this time they were on
their way to the airport. Johann assured us all that everything will be ok that he simply needed to secure
himself for MTI and put measures in place if ever something did incapacitate him so that Nerina can run
the company. He did not disclose where he was going, he openly said that not even Nerina would be told
his eventual destination. To date, his wife and daughter and extended family remain in SA.
Johan did send Clynton numerous pictures and messages of his flight to Doha. Apparently from there he
went on to Sao Paulo, this was conveyed to Cheri Marks in a telephone conversation at a later stage.
For the weeks between the 3rd of December to the 14th of December Johann and Nerina continued to
manage and run MTI’s technical department despite the challenges we faced, slow withdrawals,
withdrawal reporting problems on the server side, a server that needed upgrades and better protection.

On the 12th of December Clynton was very worried that he had not heard anything from Johann. The team
later made contact with him and he said he fell asleep and apologised for the scare. All the while we had
been in contact with Nerina, but this brought on a need to urgently appoint more technical staff in the
know in Johann’s department.
On Sunday the 13th of December we had a management meeting and Johann was told by our team that we
refused to work with him any longer if he didn’t appoint a proper second in charge that could run the
system in his absence. He reiterated that Nerina would do this, as she is his 2IC. We said that if anything
ever happened to him, Nerina would be in no position to run a company and suggested we appoint an
outside contractor to assist. Johann was reluctant but agreed.
Nerina categorically stated that she can run the company and that Johann will not be handing the technical
department over to anyone. Johann also told the team about an automated email that would be sent to
Nerina and Clynton should he not log in to the server for 12 hours, this was the first time such an email was
ever discussed.
On Monday Clynton forced Johann to add and introduce the contractor to the server team and the broker.
He was placed on a WhatsApp group with the development team for MTI. Johann said he would do the
broker introduction the following day. We were all relieved that Johann had some help and support he
could trust.
On Monday night 14/12/2020 Johan let us know via signal (messaging APP) that he was processing the
latest withdrawals and that he had received the necessary bitcoin from the broker (1300btc). He paid 500
withdrawals and then asked Nerina to check it to make sure the reporting function was correct, she
confirmed it was. He did another batch of 2500 withdrawals. Then he said he was going to dinner and had
to finalise the last withdrawals on his return.
At 08:04pm on Monday he confirmed he had concluded 2094 withdrawals.
At 12:27am on Tuesday he confirmed withdrawals were slow due to checking process but that 5200
withdrawals had been done for the day.
The last time we heard from Johann was Tuesday 01:51am.
On Tuesday we had no news further from Johann. We called Nerina and she also had not heard anything.
She did not seem worried.
At 2:36pm Clynton received an automated email (attached) from Johann with details on how to run MTI.
Details for the server team in India and login details to the server, along with only an email address for the
broker. Management was familiar with this email as we had been copied in on communications between
the broker and Johann on occasion pertaining to information needed for the FSCA.

Cheri Marks immediately called Nerina.
Nerina was calm and said she would go to see Johann’s best friend as he was flying to Brazil on that Saturday
to join Johann.
When Nerina was asked what the first step should be to find him, she said “Maybe he doesn’t want to be
found”.
Management and Leaders decided to do whatever it took to get members’ btc safe and that, that
withdrawal list needed to be paid.
Cheri Marks then put together an email with as much supporting documents as management and Nerina
could furnish her with and sent it to the server team and the broker emails that Johann contained in the
ICOE mail sent to Clynton and Nerina. The server team responded with lots of hesitation as they had been
told by Johann categorically to only ever deal with him. They were completely unaware of any corporate
structure.
The server development team needed a payment of $45,000 for security invoices outstanding and further
bandwidth which our management team paid immediately via PayPal upon receipt of a detailed invoice.
They assisted us then and continue to do so. The server team has been most helpful. It has also
subsequently come to the management teams’ attention that no server upgrade was done as Johann said
on the weekend of the 6th of December 2020.
The broker responded as follows;
Wednesday 16.12.2020 2:45pm
“Dear Cheri Marks,
Thank you for your letter below.

I can understand the difficult situation you must experience.
I have not heard from Johan since the weekend. Our technical team informed me that the
automatic statement upload does not work at the moment. Looks like password changed on
your end.
I have attach the last statement export the same format we usually upload to your end.
Total BTC in trade as of the statement time: 23332.33656638 with the last trading day total
profit of 0.18818902219707%
Please forward a secure bitcoin wallet address that I submit to our accounts and technical
departments for your withdrawals.
Sincerely,
Camila
Trade300
Senior Account Manager”

Thursday 17.12.2020 2:36pm
Dear Cheri Marks,
Here the last trade result.
Our technical team cannot upload automatically.
BTC in Trade: 23167.58375198
Total Profit:0.775895311243397%
Attached is the import statement.
I will contact the finance department to see why only little btc was released.
If your developers need to talk to our technical team they can
contact technical@trade300.com
I know they have been working with the import functions and have good knowledge of how
it works.
Sincerely,
Camila
Trade300
Senior Account Manager
Friday 18.12.2020 1:43pm
Dear Cheri Marks,
Here the last trade result.
Our technical team cannot upload automatically.
BTC in Trade: 22767.71204023

Total Profit:1.59519806306515%
Attached is the import statement.
***FINANCE***
Mateo, please see latest URGENT request below. This need done today.
Sincerely,
Camila
Trade300
Senior Account Manager

To date of writing this statement the bitcoin requested to honour withdrawals has not been paid out from
trade300 and there is no valid reason for this. Over 34 emails have been sent to Trade300 in the last 6days
to resolve this matter.
Nerina told us not to tell members about Johann being missing, and that she was sure he would turn up.
On Thursday 17/12 management got the press release from the FSCA.
We immediately contacted the server team and disabled all deposits into MTI. Nerina then confirmed
Johann uses the alias Joe Steyn “all the time, for everything”.
Nerina was again instructed to open a missing persons case immediately.
From the time of writing this statement she has still not opened a missing persons case.
On Wednesday 16 December we paid a private investigator to find Johann. Nerina was not happy about
that. The investigator interviewed Nerina, she refused to be recorded and was not forthcoming with
information.
The MTI Nedbank account, to which only Nerina and Johann has full access, has been suspended. Our head
of corporate services was locked out of the account and the logins have been changed.
Nerina informed us only today that Johann had booked a return flight and that his return date was the 22nd
of December 2020. This was news to us, not once during the last week or after his departure was that ever
communicated to us. We are convinced she has control over his funds and the team of management and
leaders were promised she could run MTI in Johann’s absence.

This is all the information we have up to the time of this statement. Further information will be
communicated when we get it.
MTI Management & Leaders

